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Excerpt: . . . WSA, and no part of the actively producing Mancos
A area is within the WSA. The leases that are physically a part
of the Morrison participating area and are in the WSA are: C-
03131, C-03145, C-03312, C-03144a, and C-03144. Lease C-03324 is
on a part of the Mancos A participating area, but only a small
portion of this producing lease falls on the WSA. Thus, 4 leases
in the WSA are held by production of gas andor oil. An
additional 11 leases are held by producibility of a shut-in well.
In addition to the leases held by production, the unit
agreement involving the 2 separate portions of the Missouri
Creek Unit holds an additional 6 leases. The Oil Spring
Mountain WSA lies on the west side of the Douglas Creek Arch
near the crest of the anticline. The Douglas Creek Arch
constitutes the largest federal gas field in Colorado (see Map...
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Certainly, this is the finest job by any publisher. I was able to comprehended almost everything out of this published e
ebook. You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should
you question me).
-- Gr a ciela  Em a r d-- Gr a ciela  Em a r d

Extremely helpful for all class of folks. It is really simplified but excitement from the 50 percent of your ebook. You wont
sense monotony at at any moment of your time (that's what catalogs are for about if you check with me).
-- Pr of . Za cha r y Pollich V-- Pr of . Za cha r y Pollich V
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